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We investigate an algebra R over an excellent ring D such that the fibre ring R&k(p) is 
finitely generated over k(p) for every prime ideal p of D. This class of rings is studied in connec- 
tion with pseudopolynomial rings, and we give a sufficient condition for R to be finitely generated 
over D. 
Introduction 
Let D be a noetherian ring. In this paper we are interested in a D-algebra R such 
that the fibre ring R &k(p) is finitely generated over k(p) for every prime ideal 
p of D, where k(p) stands for the residue field D,/pD,. If R is finitely generated 
over D then R clearly has this property, however the converse does not hold in 
general. It is thus natural to ask what conditions on a D-algebra R having this 
property imply that R is finitely generated over D. This problem is closely related 
to the theory of pseudopolynomial rings. Recall that R is said to be a pseudopoly- 
nomial D-algebra in n variables if each fibre ring R&k(p) is isomorphic to a 
polynomial ring in n variables over k(p). This notion was introduced by Asanuma 
[l] and he determined the stable structure of a flat pseudopolynomial D-algebra R 
under the assumption that R is finitely generated over D (cf. [l, Theorem 3.41). 
However this additional assumption is not needed when D is a discrete valuation 
ring (cf. [l, Theorem 3.1]), and in view of this result it seems plausible that we can 
remove it in general under a moderate assumption on D. This is a motivation of our 
consideration and the purpose of the present paper is to prove the following: 
Theorem. Let D be an excellent normal semi-local domain and let R be a flat 
D-algebra satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) R &, k(p) is a normal affine domain over k(p) for every prime ideal p of D; 
(ii) tr.degk(,,) R O. k(p) is constant independent of p. 
Then R is a normal domain which is finitely generated over D. 
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As a corollary to this theorem we prove that if D is a noetherian semi-local ring 
and if R is a flat psendopolynomial D-algebra, then R is finitely generated over D 
(cf. Corollary 4.6). Consequently, in the case where D is a noetherian semi-local 
ring, we can drop the above additional assumption from Asanuma’s theorem. 
The paper consists of four sections. In the first section we summarize some 
elementary lemmas which we need in later sections. 
Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to preliminary investigations of an algebra R over 
a noetherian ring D which satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) above; in the second 
section we prove some basic properties of R and in the third section we deal with 
an ideal-adic completion of R. The results, especially Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, play an 
important role in Section 4. 
After these preparatory considerations, we give a proof of our theorem in the 
final section. The main part of the proof is divided into two steps. The first step 
is to show that R, is essentially of finite type over D for every prime ideal P of R 
(cf. Lemma 4.1) and the second step is to show that there exists a non-zero element 
x of R such that R[x-‘1 is finitely generated over D (cf. Lemma 4.2). Then, by 
making use of [5, Theorem 2.201, we complete the proof of the theorem stated 
above. 
Notation and convention 
In this paper a ring means a commutative ring with identity. For a ring D, we 
denote by Max(D) the set of all maximal ideals of D. When D is a semi-local ring 
with Jacobson radical J, we denote by d or D^ the J-adic completion of D. Let R 
be a D-algebra with structure homomorphism f: D + R. Then R is said to be a 
D-algebra of finite type if R is finitely generated over f(D). We call R an affine ring 
over D if f is injective and R is a D-algebra of finite type. For a prime ideal p of 
D, we abbreviate R & Dp as R,. The other notation and terminology are essential- 
ly the same as those in [3]. In particular, the terminology ‘normal’ is used in accor- 
dance with [3, p, 1161. 
1. Preliminary lemmas 
Throughout this section we assume that D is a noetherian ring and R is a 
D-algebra. 
Lemma 1.1. (i) Let q,, . . . , qr be ideaIs of D such that q1 R f7 1’. n q,R is a finitely 
generated nilpotent ideal of R. Then R is a D-algebra of finite type if and only if 
R @, D/q, is a D/qi-algebra of finite type for each i = 1, . . . , r. 
(ii) Let d be a faithfully flat D-algebra. Then R is a D-algebra of finite type if 
and only if R Ood is a D-algebra of finite type. 
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(iii) Suppose that D is a semi-local ring. Then R is a D-algebra of finite type if 
and only if R, is a D,,,-algebra of finite type for every maximal ideal m of D. 
Proof. In each case the necessity is obvious, and we give a proof only for the suffi- 
ciency, i.e., the ‘if’ part of the assertion. 
(i) Let R=R/q,Rx... x R/q,R and let I= ql R n ... rl q,R. Then there exists a 
natural injection f: R/I-+ I?, and we may regard R/I as a subring of R. Notice that 
17 is a D-algebra of finite type because each R/q,R G R Ob D/qi is a D/q;-algebra 
of finite type. Since R is a finite R/Z-module, it then follows from [4, Lemma 3.11 
that R/Z is also a D-algebra of finite type. Hence there exists a subring A of R such 
that A is a D-algebra of finite type and that w(A) = v(R), where w denotes the 
natural map R + R/Z. Then R = A + I and hence, letting xl, . . . ,x, be the generators 
of I, R=A[x,, . . . . x,] +I” for every positive integer n. Since Z is nilpotent, this 
implies that R =A [x1, .. . , x,], and R is a D-algebra of finite type. 
(ii) Let y,, . . . , y, be elements of R such that y, @ 1, . . . , y,@ 1 generate R C&d 
over D and let B be the subring of R generated by y,, . . . , y, over D. Then we have 
B @b D = R @,a, so that B = R since b is faithfully flat over D. Thus the assertion 
is verified. 
(iii) By assumption there exists a subring C of R such that C is a D-algebra of 
finite type and that C, = R, for every m E Max(D). As is easily seen, the latter con- 
dition of C implies that C= R, which accomplishes the proof. q 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose that R is an integral domain and D is contained in R. 
(i) If there exists a non-zero prime element x of R such that R[x-‘1 is normal, 
then R is normal. 
(ii) Assume that R is flat over D and that there exists a non-zero element a of 
D such that R[a-‘1 is normal. If R, is normal for every p E Ass(D/aD), then R is 
normal. 
Proof. (i) Let R’ be the integral closure of R in Q(R). Then R[x-'1 = R’[x-‘1 since 
R[x-‘1 is normal. Hence, for an arbitrary element z of R’, there is some positive 
integer n such that X”ZE R. Then, letting p’ be a prime ideal of R’ lying over xR, 
we have xnzEp’n R =xR, which yields xnP1 z E R because R is an integral domain. 
We can repeat this argument to conclude that z E R. Hence R = R’, and the assertion 
is verified. 
(ii) Let d =Ass(D/aD). Then we have D=D[a-‘1 n (nPEn D,), and so 
R=RO,D=R&(D[a-‘ln(p?dDp)) 
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because R is flat over D and d is a finite set. This shows that R is an intersection 
of normal domains, and therefore R is normal. 0 
In the remaining part of this section we fix an ideal m of D and, for a D-module 
M, we denote by M* the m-adic completion of M. 
Lemma 1.3. Assume that R is flat over D. Then: 
(i) R* is flat over D. 
(ii) For an ideal q of D, we have (qR)*zqR* and (R/qR)*zR*/qR*. 
Furthermore, if R/mR is noetherian, then: 
(iii) R* is noetherian. 
(iv) dimR*=sup{dim(R,)A IMeMax(R) and mRCM}. 
(v) dim (Rp)” = dim (Rp)* for PE Spec(R) with mR c P. 
Proof. First of all, we prove the following two claims: 
C/aim 1. Let 0 -+ L -+ M-t N-t 0 be an exact sequence of finite D-modules. Then 
the induced sequence 0 + (L O. R)* --f (M&R)* + (NO, R)* + 0 is an exact 
sequence of R *-modules. 
Claim 2. Let M be a finite D-module. Then (MO, R)*=M@, R*. 
For simplicity, we let MR = MO, R for a D-module M. In order to prove Claim 1, 
it suffices to show that the induced topology of L, defined by {m”M, f7 L,},,=,,,,.,, 
coincides with the m-adic topology of L,. Notice that 
m”MR = m”(M@, R) = m”M@, R 
and 
m”M,nL, = (m”M&,R)n(L@,R) = (m”MnL)@,R 
because R is flat over D. Since D is noetherian and M is a finite D-module, it 
follows from the Artin-Rees Lemma that there is a positive integer n’ such that 
m n’+kM(l L = mk(mn’Mfl L) for any non-negative integer k. Then, for any kz0, 
we have 
m n’+kMR n L, = (mk(m”‘Mn L)) a0 R 
= mk((m”‘MOo R) fl (L @Jo R)) 
= mk(mn’MR fl LR). 
This shows that the induced topology of LR is the same thing as the m-adic 
topology of L,, and Claim 1 is verified. Claim 2 follows from Claim 1 by using a 
standard argument (cf. the proof of Theorem 55 in 131, for example), and we omit 
details. We now proceed to the proof of the assertions. 
(i) This is an easy consequence of Claims 1 and 2 above. 
(ii) By (i) and Claim 2, we have (qR)*=(q&,R)*rq@,R*EqR*. It follows 
from this and Claim 1 that the exact sequence 0 + q + D + D/q + 0 induces an exact 
sequence 0 + qR* --t R* --f (R/qR)* -+O. Hence (R/qR)*cR*/qR*, as desired. 
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(iii) By (ii), we get R*/mR*= (R/mR)* = R/mR. The assertion then follows from 
[7, Chapter VIII, 53, Corollary 41. 
(iv) For any MeMax with mRCM, we have (R,)^z(R,&)^ because 
R/M” G R*/(M*)” for every positive integer n. Hence, by virtue of (iii), we obtain 
ht(M*) = dim R& = dim (R&)^ = dim (RM)^. 
Since Max(R*) = {M* 1 ME Max(R) and mRcM}, the assertion follows from this. 
(v) Let P be a prime ideal of R such that mR c P. Then, by assumption, R, is 
flat over D and R,/mR,z(R/mR)p is noetherian. Hence, noting that RP is local, 
we have from (iv) that dim (Rp)^ = dim (Rp)*, as required. 0 
2. Pseudoaffine rings 
From now on we are concerned with an algebra R over a noetherian ring D such 
that R&k(p) is an affine ring over k(p) for every prime ideal p of D. For con- 
venience sake we call such an R a pseudoaffine ring over D. In this section we collect 
some basic properties of pseudoaffine rings. We begin by showing that a pseudo- 
affine ring over D is not necessarily an affine ring over D. 
Example 2.1. Let D = iI(r) and let R = Z(r) + XQ [Xl, where p is a prime number 
and X is an indeterminate. Then D is a discrete valuation ring, and there exist only 
two fibres. It is easy to check that the closed fibre R @b k(p) is isomorphic to k(p) 
and the generic fibre R @b k(0) is isomorphic to k(O)[X]. Hence R is a pseudo- 
affine ring over D, while R is not an affine ring over D. 
Notice that tr.degkcpj R @b k(p) = 0 and tr.deg,(,) R @p k(0) = 1 in this example. 
This gives rise to the following: 
Definition 2.2. Let D be a noetherian ring and let R be a D-algebra. For a given 
positive integer n, we say that R is a pseudoaffine ring of rank n over D if 
R@, k(p) is an affine domain over k(p) such that tr.degkcpj R@p k(p) = n for 
every p E Spec(D). 
Hereafter we assume that D is a noetherian ring and R is a flat pseudoaffine ring 
of rank n over D, i.e., a flat D-algebra which is a pseudoaffine ring of rank n 
over D. 
Lemma 2.3. (i) Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of D. Then R @p S’D is 
a flat pseudoaffine ring of rank n over S’D. 
(ii) Let q be an ideal of D. Then R @p D/q is a flat pseudoaffine ring of rank 
n over D/q. 
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(iii) Let x be a regular element of R such that xe mR for every m E Max(D). Then 
R[x-‘1 is a flat pseudoaffine ring of rank n over D. 0 
This lemma is easily proved and we omit the proof. 
Lemma 2.4. (i) R is faithfully flat over D. 
(ii) If p is a prime ideal of D, then pR is a prime ideal of R. 
(iii) If D is an integral domain, then R is an integral domain. 
(iv) If P is a prime ideal of R, then PR, is a finitely generated ideal of Rp. 
Proof. (i) For every m E Max(D), we have tr.degD,,R/mR = n, and hence mR f R. 
Since R is flat over D, this shows that R is faithfully flat over D. 
(ii) Notice that R/pR G R Q, D/p is flat over D/p. Hence, letting S = (D/p) \ (0) , 
we obtain R @p k(p) G S-‘(R/pR) > R/pR. Since R @p k(p) is an integral domain, 
from this it follows that pR E Spec(R), as desired. 
(iii) This is an immediate consequence of (ii). 
(iv) Let p= Pfl D. Then R,/pR,z R@p k(p) is an affine domain over k(p). 
Hence PR,JpRp is a finitely generated ideal, and so is PR,. Thus PRp is finitely 
generated, too. 0 
Lemma 2.5. If dim D= 0, then R is an affine ring over D. 
Proof. Let PI,..., pr be all the prime ideals of D. Then p, R n **- flp,.R = 
(p, fl+.- np,)R is a finitely generated nilpotent ideal of R. Hence, by Lemma 
2.3(ii) and Lemma 1.1(i), we may assume that D is a field. Then the assertion is 
obvious. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that D is normal and that R @p k(p) is normal for every 
p E Spec(D). Then R is normal. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3(i), it suffices to prove the assertion in the case where D is 
a normal local domain. In this case R is an integral domain by Lemma 2.4(iii). We 
use the induction on d = dim D. There is nothing to prove when d = 0. If d = 1, then 
D is a discrete valuation ring and, letting m be the maximal ideal of D, we have 
m = XD for some x E D. Note that x is a prime element of R by virtue of Lemma 
2.4(ii). Since R[x-‘1 z R @p k(0) is normal, Lemma 1.2(i) then implies that R is 
normal. Then it follows from Lemma 2.3(i) and the induction hypothesis that 
R[a-‘1 is normal. Furthermore, since D is normal, we have dim Dp= 1 for every 
p~Ass(D/aD). Hence, by Lemma 2.3(i) and by what we have proved, Rp is nor- 
mal for every p E Ass(D/aD). Then one can apply Lemma 1.2(ii) to conclude that 
R is normal, and the proof is completed. 0 
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Lemma 2.7. (i) For every PE Spec(R), we have 
ht(P) = ht(p) + n - tr.deg,,, R/P, 
where p = Pfl D. In particular, ht(pR) = ht(p) for p E Spec(D). 
(ii) Zf dim D is finite, then dim R = dim D + n. 
Proof. (i) The general case follows from the case where D is an integral domain, 
and we assume that D is an integral domain. Then R is also an integral domain by 
Lemma 2.4(iii). Notice that we may regard D as a subring of R by virtue of Lemma 
2.4(i). Hence, by [2, Theorem 11, we obtain 
ht(P) I ht(p) + tr.degpR - tr.degp,, R/P. (1) 
In particular, applying (1) with P=pR and noting that tr.deg, R= tr.deg,,, R/pR=n, 
we have ht(pR)r ht(p). On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that 
ht(pR)z ht(p). Hence we get ht(pR) = ht(p) for PE Spec(D), which proves the 
second assertion. Now we will show that the equality generally holds in (1). For this 
purpose, replacing D and R by Dp and Rp, respectively, we may suppose that D is 
a local domain with maximal ideal p. Then R/pR z R O. D/p is an affine domain 
over the residue field D/p, and hence we have 
ht(P/pR) = tr.degD,, R/pR - tr.deg,,, R/P. 
Since ht(P) 1 ht(P/pR) + ht(pR) = ht(P/pR) + ht(p), it follows from this equality 
that 
ht(P) 2 ht(p) + tr.degD,, R/pR - tr.degp,, R/P. (2) 
Comparing (1) and (2), we infer that the equality does hold in (1). 
(ii) Let A4 be a maximal ideal of R and let m =Mn D. Then, by virtue of (i), we 
have ht(A4) I ht(m) + n, which implies that dim RI dim D + n. Conversely, let m be 
a maximal ideal of D and take an MeMax with mRcM. Then R/mR is an 
affine domain over D/m, and so 
tr.degp,, R/A4 = tr.degp,,,, (R/mR)/(M/mR) = 0. 
It then follows from (i) that ht(M) = ht(m) + n. Hence we have dim R 2 dim D+ n, 
which completes the proof. 0 
3. Ideal-adic completion of a pseudoaffine ring 
In this section we assume that (D,m) is a noetherian local domain which is 
catenary and R is a flat pseudoaffine ring of rank n over D. For a D-module A4, 
we denote by A4* the m-adic completion of M. The purpose of this section is to 
prove Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 below, which we need in the last section. 
Lemma 3.1. Let P be a prime ideal of R and let q be a prime ideal of D such that 
q c P and ht (q) = 1. Then ht (P/qR) = ht (P) - 1. 
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Proof. Let p =PnD. Then, by Lemma 2.7(i), we have 
ht(P) = ht(p) + n - tr.deg,,, R/P. (3) 
On the other hand, since R/qR is a flat pseudoaffine ring of rank n over D/q 
(cf. Lemma 2.3(ii)), again by Lemma 2.7(i), we have 
ht(P/pR) = ht(p/q) + n - tr.deg,,, R/P. (4) 
Combining (3) and (4), we obtain 
ht(P) - ht(P/qR) = ht(p) - ht(p/q) = 1 
because D is catenary and ht(q) = 1. This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a rnultiplicatively closed subset of R such that S fl mR = 0. 
Then dim(S’R)*>dimS’R. In particular, dimR*?dimR. 
Proof. We use the induction on d-dim D. If d=O, then the assertion is obvious. 
Suppose that d >O and let q be a prime ideal of D with ht(q) = 1. Then, noting that 
S-‘R is flat over D, it follows from Lemma 1.3(ii) that (S-‘R)*/q(S-‘R)*= 
(S-‘R/q(S-‘R))*. Let S be the image of S by the natural map R + R/qR. Then 
S’R/q(S-‘R) = S-‘(R/qR) and therefore, by Lemma 2.3(ii) and induction hypo- 
thesis, we have 
dim (S-‘R)*/q(S-‘R)* 2 dim S-‘R/q(S-‘R). 
On the other hand, Lemma 3.1 implies that 
dims-‘R/q(S-‘R) = dims-‘R-1. 
Notice that if a is a non-zero element of D, then a is a regular element of R* 
(cf. Lemma 1.3(i)). Hence we obtain 
dim (S-‘R)* L dim (S-‘R)*/q(S-‘R)*+ 1 
L dim (S-‘R)/q(S-‘R)+ 1 
= dim S-‘R, 
as desired. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let P be a prime of R. Then dim (Rpr I dim Rp. 
Proof. Letting p = P fl D, we may suppose that p = m; replace D and R by Dp and 
R,, respectively, if necessary. Then mR C P and R/mR G R O. D/m is noetherian. 
Hence, by Lemma 1.3(v), we have dim (RJ = dim (R,)*. Our assertion then fol- 
lows from the preceding lemma. 0 
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4. Main theorem 
In this section, by making use of the results obtained in the previous sections, we 
prove the main theorem of this paper. In the following, unless explicitly stated, we 
assume that D is an excellent normal semi-local domain and R is a flat pseudoaffine 
ring of rank n over D. Then we may regard D as a subring of R and R is an integral 
domain (cf. Lemma 2.4). 
Lemma 4.1. Let P be a prime ideal of R. If R is normal, then R, is a locality over 
D, i.e., there exist an affine domain B over D and a prime ideal Q of B such that 
R,= BQ. 
Proof. Let m = Pfl D. Then, replacing D and R by D, and R,, respectively, we 
may suppose that D is a local ring with maximal ideal m. Let k= D/m. Then 
R/mR G R o. k is an affine domain over k, so that R/P= (R/mR)/(P/mR) is also 
an affine domain over k. Hence the residue field R,/PR,=Q(R/P) is finitely 
generated over k, and we can choose elements x1, . . . , x, of R such that R,/PRp = 
k(n ,, . . . ,.s$), where X~ denotes the residue class of xi in R,/PR,. Let K= Q(D) and 
L = Q(R). Then L is finitely generated over K since R O. K is an affine domain 
over K. Hence we have L = K( yl, . . . , y,) for some y,, . . . , y, E R. Finally, by Lemma 
2.4(iv), there exist elements z,, . . . . zt of R such that PR,=(zl, ..:,z,)R,. Let 
A =D[x ,,...,x,,Y,,...,Y,,zl,..., z,] and let A’ be the integral closure of A in 
Q(A) = L. Then we have A’C R because A CR and R is normal. Moreover, since D 
is excellent, so is A and hence A’ is a finite A-module. Consequently, A’ is an affine 
domain over D. Let T=Ab, where Q=PnA’, and let n= QAb. Then, by the 
construction, it is obvious that (Tn) is a normal locality over D such that (a) 
DC TC R,, that (b) Q(T) = Q(RP), that (c) T/n = R,/RP, and that (d) nR,= PR,. 
Furthermore we have dim T= dim Rp. In fact, it follows from Lemma 2.7(i) that 
dim R, = dim D + n - tr.degk R,/PR,. (5) 
On the other hand, since D is excellent, the dimension formula holds between D 
and T, and so 
dim T = dim D+ n - tr.deg, T/n. (6) 
Since R,/PR,= T/n, comparing (5) and (6) we obtain dim T=dim R,, as desired. 
Now we claim that T= R,. For this purpose it is enough to show that TA = (Rpr. 
Indeed, if this is the case then, for an arbitrary element x of Rp, writing x= b/a 
with a, b E T, we have 
and therefore x= b/a E T. This means T= Rp, as asserted. 
It thus remains to prove TA = (Rp)^. Notice that T is an excellent normal local 
domain. Hence T^ is an integral domain by the analytic normality of excellent rings 
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(cf. [3, Theorem 791). By the condition (d), (Rpr coincides with the n-adic comple- 
tion of R,. Hence there exists a natural map f: T^ --f (Rp)^, which is surjective by 
virtue of (c). Then, by Lemma 3.3, we have 
dim T = dim TA 2 dimf(T^) = dim (Rp)^ 2 dim R,. 
Since dim T= dim R,, from this it follows that dim T^ = dimf(T^). This shows 
that f is injective because T* is an integral domain. Therefore f is an isomorphism, 
and T^ = (Rp)^, as required. 0 
Lemma 4.2. If R is normal, then there exists a non-zero element x of R such that 
R[x-‘1 is an affine domain over D. 
Proof. Let m 1, . . ..m. be all the maximal ideals of D and suppose that, for each 
i=l , . . . , r, there is an xi E R such that R,, [x-l] is an affine domain over D,,. 
Then, letting x=x, ... x,., it follows from Lemma l.l(iii) that R[x-‘1 is an affine 
domain over D. Hence, by Lemma 2.3(i), we see that it suffices to prove the asser- 
tion in the case where D is a local ring. 
Let m be the maximal ideal of D and let k = D/m. For a D-module N, we denote 
by N* the m-adic completion of N. Since R/mR is an affine domain over k and 
tr.deg, R/mR = n, it follows from Noether’s normalization lemma (cf. [3, (14.G)]) 
that there exist elements z,, . . . , z,, of R such that their residue classes zi, . . . ,R in 
R/mR are algebraically independent over k and that R/mR is integral over 
k[z,, . . . , z,,]. Let B = D[z,, . . . ,z,]. 
We will show that B is isomorphic to a polynomial ring in n-variables over D, i.e., 
zi, . . . , zn are algebraically independent over D. Let KQ = mR fl B. Then we have 
!JX= mB. Indeed, consider a surjective homomorphism I,U: D[“’ + B, where Drnl 
denotes a polynomial ring in n-variables over D, and let Z= I+-‘(!I@). Then we have 
D[“]/Z~B/~mk[zl,...,I ] Since z n f 1, . . . ,Z, are algebraically independent over k 
and mD[“]CI, from this it follows that I=mD’“]. Hence !JJ?= w(Z) = mB, as 
desired. Consequently B* and R* coincide with the m-adic completions of B and 
R, respectively. Note that R*/!lJlR*=R*/mR*~RR/mR by virtue of Lemma 1.3(ii). 
Since B*/%&!B*EB/‘!E!, we know that R*/‘!JXR* is a finite B*/!JXB*-module. It then 
follows from [7, Chapter VIII, $3, Corollary 21 that R* is a finite B*-module. This 
implies 
dim B* 2 dim R*. (7) 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 2.7(ii), we have 
dim R* L dim R = dim D+ tr.deg, R. (8) 
Moreover, since B is noetherian, it follows that 
dim B* 5 dim B 5 dim D+ tr.deg, B. (9) 
Combining (7), (8) and (9), we obtain tr.degDB?tr.deg,R, while obviously 
tr.degDB<tr.degD R. Hence tr.deg, B= tr.deg, R = n, and our claim is verified. 
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Let B’ be the integral closure of B in Q(R). Then we have B’c R and Q(B’) = 
Q(R). Notice that B is an excellent normal domain and that Q(R) is a finite exten- 
sion field of Q(B). Hence B’ is a finite B-module, so that there exist only finitely 
many prime ideals of B’ lying over ‘D. Clearly !IY= mR fl B’ is one of them. Let 
(m;, . . . . !I$ be the remaining prime ideals of B’ lying over (137. Then 9X’, !JJ?;, . . . , ‘23: 
are all the minimal prime ideals of ‘iJJlB’=mB’ because the going down theorem 
holds between B and B’ (cf. [3, Theorem 51). Take an element t of B’ such that 
tE<mm;u~** U~~)\Cm’. Let B=B’[t-‘1 and let l?=R[t-‘1. Then we have BCi? 
and, by Lemma 2.3(iii), R is a flat pseudoaffine ring of rank n over D. 
We now assert that B* = R *. Let @ = YJ?‘B. Then ‘@ is the unique minimal prime 
ideal of mB = %VB by the choice of t. Hence B* coincides with the $?-adic comple- 
tion of B. On the other hand, I? also coincides with the a-adic completion of R 
since !8?R = ml?. Notice that R/mR is a finite B//m’-module because B/%f?C 
B’/(JI’CR/mR and R/mR is a finite B/!JR-module. Hence R/fiR is a finite 
B/@-module, and we know that R* is a finite B*-module. Therefore, letting f be 
the natural map B* + R *, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
dimBrdimB*zdimf(B*)=dimR*rR. (10) 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.7(ii), we have 
dimi? = dimD+n = dimB. (11) 
From (10) and (11) we obtain 
dim B* = dim f(B*) (12) 
Notice that B is an excellent normal domain and @ is a prime ideal of B. Hence 
B* is a normal domain by virtue of Lemma 4.3 below. Together with (12) this im- 
plies that f is injective. Look at the following commutative diagram: 
cf 
B-R 
P ! i g 
f 
jJ* - R* 
where a, p and g are natural maps. Since a, p and f are injective and Q(B) = Q(B), 
it is readily shown that g is also injective. Let y,, . . . ,_Y, be elements of R such that 
their residue classes in R/@i? generate R/BE over B/e. Then R * is generated by 
J&Y,), * * * 9 g(y,) over B* (cf. [7, Chapter VIII, $3, Corollary 21). Therefore we have 
i? *C Q(B*) because Q(B) = Q(g) and g is injective. Since B* is normal and R * is 
integral over B*, from this it follows that B*= R*, as asserted. 
We next claim that ifs ED and if ‘$ E Ass(B/sB), then ij c $I. The assertion being 
trivial in the case s = 0, we assume that s # 0. Let ‘$3 = $ rl B’. Then !J~‘E Ass(B’/sB’), 
which implies that ht(p’) = 1 since B’ is normal. Notice that the dimension formula 
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holds between B and B’ because B is excellent. Hence, letting q =g’n B, we have 
ht(p) = 1, so that 13 r Ass(B/sB). Since Ass@/&) = {pB 1 p eAss(D/sD)} (recall 
that B is isomorphic to a polynomial ring over D), this yields !J3 c mB = YJ?, and it 
follows that $B, E Spec(&). By the choice of t, B, is a local ring with maximal 
ideal @zB,, and therefore we have $i&c@&, which implies $C!J_%, as re- 
quired. 
It follows from this and Krull’s intersection theorem that sB* fl B = SD for every 
SED. Hence, if we set S=D \ {0}, then we get S-‘B fl a =B. Indeed, for every 
w~S_~Bni?, writing w = b/s with beB and SE S, we have 
bEsRnncsR*nB=sB*nB=sB, 
and hence w = b/seB. Recall that R is a pseudoaffine ring over D. Hence 
S?R&@,S-‘D is an affine domain over S-‘D, and so is S’R over S’B. 
Furthermore we have Q(S-‘B) = Q(S’R) by the construction of B. Hence there 
exists an element u of B' such that SIB[u-‘] =S-‘R[u-‘I. Then it is obvious that 
s-~B]~~~] f-uqupl] = R[d]. (13) 
On the other hand, since S-‘B fJ R =B, we have 
s%]u-~] na[d] = B[u-~I. (14) 
From (13) and (14) we obtain B[u-‘]=R[u-‘1, which shows that R[u-‘1 is an 
affine domain over D. Hence, letting x= tu, we know that x satisfies the required 
condition. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let A be an excellent normal domain and let ‘$3 be a prime ideal of A. 
Then the p-adic completion of A is a normal domain. 
Proof. We denote by A* the v-adic completion of A. Then A* is normal since A 
is an excellent normal ring. Hence it suffices to show that A* is an integral domain. 
Let !I?(“) = ‘$3”AP r3 A for a positive integer n. Then there exists a natural injection 
proj lim A/p @) + (A,)^. On the other hand, it follows from [6, Theorem l] that 
proj lim A/(P’“’ coincides with A*. Hence we have A*C(AcU)“. Since (A$ is an 
integral domain, we know that A* is also an integral domain. 0 
We are now ready to establish the following: 
Theorem 4.4. Let D be an excellent normal semi-local domain and let R be a flat 
D-algebra satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) R go k(p) is a normal affine domain over k(p) for every p E Spec(D); 
(ii) tr.degkCp) R @ok(p) is constant independent of p E Spec(D). 
Then R is a normal affine domain over D. 
Proof. Our assertion follows from Lemmas 2.6, 4.1, 4.2 and [5, Theorem 
2.201. 0 
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As mentioned in the introduction this theorem has an application to the theory 
of pseudopolynomial rings. Recall that an algebra A over a field K is said to be geo- 
metrically normal (resp. geometrically irreducible) over K if A OKL is a normal 
ring (resp. an integral domain) for every finite extension field L of K. 
Corollary 4.5. Let D be an excellent semi-local ring and R a flat pseudoaffine ring 
of finite rank over D. Suppose that RQ, k(p) is geometrically normal and irre- 
ducible over k(p) for every p~Spec(D). Then R is an affine ring over D. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the assertion in the case where D is an integral domain 
(cf. the proof of Lemma 2.5). Let D’ be the integral closure of D in Q(D) and let 
R’= R @, D’. Then, for every P’E Spec(D’), letting p =p‘ fI D, we have 
R’& k(p’) G (R @b 0’) & k(p) 
= (R 00 k(p)) OkCp) k(p’). (15) 
Note that k(p’) is a finite extension field of k(p) because D’ is a finite D-module. 
Since R@, k(p) is geometrically normal and irreducible over k(p), we know 
from (15) that R’Ob, k(p’) is a normal affine domain over k(p’) such that 
tr.degkCpo R’Bb, k(p’) is constant independent of p’. We can then apply Theorem 
4.4 to conclude that R’ is an affine ring over D’. Since D’ is a finite D-module, it 
follows that R’ is an affine ring over D. Let R = R [D’]. Then there exists a surjective 
D-algebra map RI--+ R, and hence i? is also an affine ring over D. Since R CR and 
i? is a finite R-module, we know from [4, Lemma 3. l] that R is an affine ring over 
D. q 
Corollary 4.6. Let D be a noetherian semi-local ring and let R be a flat pseudopoly- 
nomial D-algebra. Then R is an affine ring over D. 
Proof. It is easy to check that R@bD is a flat pseudopolynomial D-algebra. 
Hence, by Lemma l.l(ii), we may assume that D is complete. Since R is a pseudo- 
polynomial ring, it is obvious that each fibre ring is geometrically normal and 
irreducible over its base field. A complete semi-local ring is excellent, and hence the 
assertion follows from the preceding corollary. 0 
We conclude this paper by examining the conditions stated in Theorem 4.4. 
Remark 4.7. (i) If D is not semi-local, then Theorem 4.4 does not hold in general. 
For example, let D = Z and let R = Z[X,X/2, . . . ,X/p, . ..I. where X is an indeter- 
minate and p runs through all the prime numbers. Then, as is easily seen, R is a flat 
pseudopolynomial D-algebra in one variable, however R is not an affine ring 
over D. 
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(ii) We can not remove the assumption that R is flat over D from Theorem 4.4. 
As for the example, see [l, p. 1141. 
(iii) Example 2.1 shows that the assumption (ii) is needed in Theorem 4.4. 
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